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【Information】
Job training course

for Foreign Residents

がいこくじんりしょくしゃ

かじゅこ うし ゃぼし ゅう

(外国人離職者のためのパソコンビジネス科受講者募集)

【Event】
Shimizu Port Tuna Festival
しみずこう

（清水港 しみずこう マグロ まぐろ まつり）

You can study Japanese, PC and business manners to help
finding a job in Japan.
Term: Nov.6th (Wed.)-Feb. 5th (Wed.) 9:20-16:00
Place: Nagoya Ohara Gakuen Shizuoka branch
103-1, Yunoki, Aoi-ku, Shizuoka
Number to recruit:15 foreign residents with proper visa
for work
Registration: Please apply at your closest “Hellowork” by
Oct.15th (Tue.)
For more Info:054-345-3098(Only Japanese)
SHIMIZU TECHNO COLLEGE

Shimizu is famous for hauling in lots of tuna. This festival
has a tuna slicing show, a Shimizu Port cruise, a chance to
experience being inside a deep freezer and more!
Date: Sun. Oct. 13, 9:00am to 4:00pm
Place: Event plaza outside JR Shimizu Station East Exit,
Shimizu Fish Market, S-Pulse Dream Plaza and more.
For more info: Shimizu Port Tuna Festival Executive Committee Tel: 054-252-3132

Free Health Consultation and Check-ups

The stage of “Hagoromo Noh” by fire light will be
erected in front of Miho Pine tree and the traditional Noh play “Hagoromo2 is performed in the light of
burning pinewood, with the sound of the waves in
the background.
Date: Oct. 12(Sat.) from 16:40
Place: Miho Pine Beach

がいこくじん

むりょうけんこうそうだん

けんしんかい

（外国人のための無料健康相談と検診会）
For foreigners living and working in Shizuoka who may
not have the opportunity through their workplace or
neighborhood. You can get a check regardless of whether
or not you are insured, and without worrying about cost
or language (there will be an interpreter).
Date: Sun. Nov. 10, 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
Place: Shizuoka Saiseikai General Hospital (1-1-1
Oshika, Suruga Ward)
Fee: ¥200 for communications fee. If you don’t apply in
advance, however, the cost is ¥500.
Register: Applicants must fill in the specified form and
mail it to the specified address by Oct. 14. You can get the
form from the following link:
http://www.geocities.co.jp/NatureLand/7314/kensin/
moushikomi2018.pdf
For more info: Free Health Consultation Committee
Tel: 054-209-5682

Accessing to SAME
Website

はごろも たきぎのう

“Hagoromo Noh Play” (羽衣 薪能）

Need Volunteers for International Event,
“Shizuoka Wai Wai World Fair”
What to do: Support reception, Stage management,
etc. at International festival, “Shizuoka Wai Wai
World Fair”.
Date: November 24th(Sun.) 9:00-17:00
Place: Aoba Symbol Road (Aoi-Ward)
Number of volunteers : about 50 people
Tel. 054-273-5931 (Ishiguro @SAME )

SAME Homepage:
http://www.samenet.jp/
In English, Chinese,
Filipino, Portuguese &
Spanish.
*Find Guidebook on
living in Japan
*Japanese language
school list.
*Hospitals with English
speaking staff.
*One-Point Advice for
Preparing for the
Nankai Trough Earthquake and more!
*Foreing Language
Newsletter (Once in a
month)
Newsletters in Japanese, English, Chinese, Filipino, Portuguese & Spanish.
*Facebook
Www.facebook.com/
welcometoSAME
*Email
same@samenet.jp

One-Point Advice for Preparing for the Nankai Trough Earthquake
つなみ

み

まも

７．津波から身を守ろう

Protect yourself from a tsunami

When a major earthquake occurs at sea, it causes tsunamis. According to the Japan Meteorological Agency, when an earthquake hits, its
scale and location are instantly estimated, followed by the expected height of resulting tsunamis. Then, within about three minutes of the
earthquake, mega-tsunami alerts, tsunami alerts or tsunami warnings are broadcast.
At this time, the expected sizes of the tsunamis are broadcast, typically with a ranking between one and five. However, in the case of
major earthquakes with a magnitude of 8 or higher, the exact scale of the earthquake cannot be instantly assessed. Thus, the tsunami size is
broadcast with words such as “kyodai,” or “massive,” or “takai,” “high,” along with the fact that it is an emergency situation. If the earthquake’s source is close to land, it is possible that the tsunami will strike before a warning is even issued. Start evacuating if you felt strong
tremors or tremors that are long, even if they are weak. Depending on the formation of the coast, tsunamis can rise higher than predicted in
certain areas. Don’t think that you’ll be safe in a given place, and simply try to get to as high a location as possible. Also, tsunamis can strike
repeatedly over a long period of time. Stay in evacuation mode until after the tsunami alert has been lifted.
National Holiday In October: Monday 14th is Taiku no Hi (Health & Sport Day) ; falls on the second Monday in October.
Tuesday 22nd is a holiday only this year for the coronation of Reiwa Emperor. The SAME offices will be closed on both days.

